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A Mars thermal model has been adapted to study the seasonal 
nitrogen cycle on Triton. Unlike other models published to date, 
it incorporates diurnal and seasonal subsurface heat conduction, 
and accounts for the heat capacity of N, frost deposits. Key observ- 
ables that this model attempts to reproduce include Triton’s atmo- 
spheric pressure and surface albedo features at the time of the 
Voyager encounter, as well as changes in T&on’s disk-integrated 
spectral properties between 1977 and 1989. Subsurface heat con- 
duction is found to have an important effect on the behavior of 
T&on’s polar caps and atmospheric pressure fluctuations. The 
results of this model differ from those of previous studies in that 
they generally do not predict the catastrophic freeze-out of Triton’s 
atmosphere on a seasonal basis. The model results indicate that 
even for a wide range of possible input parameters, it is unlikely 
that Triton’s bright southern polar cap is a seasonal nitrogen de- 
posit, because it would have largely sublimated before the Voyager 
encounter. However, these results do not rule out the possibility of 
a large bright permanent polar cap in Triton’s southern hemi- 
sphere. The best agreement between the model results and the 
available observations is obtained when Triton’s seasonal nitrogen 
frost deposits are assumed to be darker than the underlying sub- 
strate. Assuming a constant nitrogen frost albedo of 0.62, a frost 
emissivity of 0.5, a substrate albedo of 0.8, and a substrate thermal 
inertia of 7 x 10m3 cal cm-* K-l set-ii2 yields good agreement 
with the surface pressure and global albedo patterns observed dur- 
ing the Voyager encounter, as well as a rapid change in disk- 
integrated albedo from 1977 to 1989 due to the retreat and disap- 
pearance of a dark south seasonal polar cap. These results lend 
support to microphysical arguments for the presence of dark, or 
smooth, translucent nitrogen frosts on the surface of Triton. 0 1992 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Voyager observations of Neptune’s moon Triton 
revealed a wide range of intriguing surface, atmospheric, 
and polar cap phenomena. Voyager gave us key data 
points vital to understanding the behavior of T&on’s vola- 
tiles. The atmosphere is composed predominantly of N, 
(Broadfoot et al. 1989), the atmospheric pressure is ap- 
proximately 1.6 Pa (Tyler et al. 1989), and images show a 
bright/dark boundary between the equator and 25” south 
latitude, which is taken to be the limit of a bright south 
polar cap (Smith et al. 1989) (see Fig. 1). 

Early analysis of Triton observations led to the sugges- 
tion that Triton may be an example of a polar-cap-buffered 
surface/atmosphere system analogous to the CO2 cap- 
atmosphere system on Mars (Trafton 1984). Ingersoll 
(1990) argued that many of the observable features on 
Triton’s surface and atmosphere can be explained if Triton 
has an N, gas atmosphere in vapor pressure equilibrium 
with N, surface frosts. 

Because Triton’s frost properties are poorly con- 
strained by observation or lab experiments, polar cap 
models are valuable tools for testing hypotheses regarding 
the physical properties of frosts on Triton. Two very dif- 
ferent models for the behavior of seasonal nitrogen frost 
deposits on Triton were published shortly after the Voy- 
ager encounter. Stansberry et al. (1990) proposed a bright 
N, frost overlying a dark substrate, while Spencer (1990) 
proposed a dark N2 frost overlying a bright substrate. 
Both models had only limited success predicting observed 
albedo features. The Stansberry et al. model predicted a 
bright southern polar cap extending from the south pole 
to 28” south latitude with a bright northern cap forming 
northward of the equator that was not observed in the 
Voyager images. The Spencer model predicted a dark 
north seasonal cap extending from the north pole to the 
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FIG. 1. Clearly visible in this image of Triton is the latitude of the boundary thought to mark the edge of the bright south polar cap. The 
equatorial region is also bright. North of the equator is a uniform, relatively dark region. The latitude of the subsolar point on Triton at the time 
of the Voyager flyby was - 45”; thus the north polar region was in darkness, making it impossible to detect a potentially forming bright north polar 
cap. The authors thank Alfred McEwen who supplied this image, which he processed at the USGS, Flagstaff. 

equator and a dark south seasonal cap extending from of the Martian seasonal polar caps is considered (Wood 
the south pole to 50” south latitude, which was also not and Paige 1992). 
observed in the Voyager images. Neither of these models In our study, we have taken advantage of the similarities 
incorporated the effects of subsurface heat conduction, between the seasonal cycles of CO, on Mars and of N, 
which has been shown to be important when the behavior on Triton, and have modified a well-tested diurnal and 
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seasonal Mars thermal model and applied it to conditions 
on Triton. The model takes into account insolation, infra- 
red emission, subsurface heat conduction, latent heat, 
and phase equilibrium effects, to calculate surface and 
subsurface temperatures, frost condensation and sublima- 
tion rates, and atmospheric surface pressures as a function 
of local time and season. The primary questions we posed 
included: 

1. Where are Triton’s polar caps? The Voyager images 
show that bright deposits cover most of the southern hemi- 
sphere of Triton. Are these the seasonal nitrogen frost 
deposits, or are they lag deposits of solid methane or some 
other less volatile material? Will a model that includes the 
effects of heat conduction and other physical processes 
predict a phase lag for sublimation of the cap, that would 
allow a bright seasonal N, polar cap in the southern hemi- 
sphere to still exist at the time of the Voyager flyby? 

2. Are Triton’s seasonal caps bright or (relatively) dark? 
The two polar cap energy balance models published to 
date, Stansberry er al. (1990) and Spencer (1990), differ 
in their assumptions concerning frost albedo. Can we dif- 
ferentiate between these two models, or find criteria to 
test which assumption is in fact valid? 

3. How do climatic conditions on Triton change with 
time? The Spencer (1990) model suggests that the atmo- 
spheric pressure on Triton fluctuates by many orders of 
magnitude seasonally-sometimes even condensing out 
entirely resulting in “catastrophic atmospheric freeze- 
out.” Telescopic observations have given evidence for 
significant changes in the physical state or area1 distribu- 
tion of exposed methane on the surface (Cruikshank et al. 
1989). Can this be reconciled with models for the transport 
and deposition of Triton’s volatiles? 

In the sections that follow, we describe the features of 
our Triton thermal model, present the results of a series 
of model runs, and finally, discuss the results in terms of 
the questions listed above. 

THE MODEL 

Our Triton thermal model is based on a modern-day 
Leighton and Murray (1966) diurnal and seasonal model 
that was originally developed to study the thermal behav- 
ior of the surface and subsurface of Mars (Paige 1992) and 
the Martian seasonal CO, cycle (Wood and Paige 1992, 
Paige and Wood 1992). Since all the model subroutines 
were written generically, the physics contained in the 
Mars model was easily transplanted to Triton. However, 
our early experiments showed that Triton cannot be 
treated as simply a cryogenic version of Mars, and signifi- 
cant changes would be required to model Triton’s heat 
balance accurately. 

The model is based on simple conservation of energy. 
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FIG. 2. This diagram illustrates all the terms in the heat balance 
equation for seasonal N, frost and bare soil in the Triton thermal model. 
Symbols are defined in the text. 

See Fig. 2. Solar radiation is absorbed by the surface or 
frost in an amount dependent on albedo, infrared radiation 
is emitted, heat is conducted to and from subsurface lay- 
ers, and latent heat and the heat capacity of the frost 
deposit control frost condensation and sublimation rates. 
The atmosphere is assumed to be transparent to radiation 
and atmospheric pressure is determined by subtracting 
the amount of N, condensed on the surface from the total 
N, inventory in the cap-atmosphere system. Nitrogen 
frost deposits are assumed to be isothermal, which in 
essence assumes that the deposit has sufficient porosity 
for its temperature to be controlled by vapor pressure 
equilibrium at all depths. 

The model calculates diurnal and seasonal temperatures 
in the frost and at depth for a user-specified number of 
latitude bins and number of times per Triton hour. In order 
to speed up model runs (which require 3 days of clock 
time for the equivalent of 2100 Earth years) we used 18 
equally spaced latitude bins and surface temperatures 
were calculated four times per Triton hour. 

In the Triton model, N, is the dominant volatile species. 
Voyager observations revealed that Triton’s atmosphere 
is composed predominantly of N,, with CH,, CO, and 
CO, as minor constituents (Broadfoot et al. 1989, Cruik- 
shank and Apt 1984, Cruikshank et al. 1991). The Brown 
and Ziegler (1980) solid/vapor pressure equilibrium curve 
appropriate for Triton’s low temperatures has been imple- 
mented in the model as a look-up table of temperature 
versus the natural log of pressure. Look-up table values 
reflect whether the N, phase is alpha or beta, but the small 
latent heat of the alpha-beta transition was not included. 
The latent heat of sublimation was fixed at 250,000 J/Kg 
for all temperatures (Brown and Ziegler 1980). 

On T&on, calculating insolation rates is considerably 
more complicated than on Mars due to both Neptune’s 
obliquity and the precession of Triton’s inclined, retro- 
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grade orbit (Harris 1984). In the model we use the Trafton 
(1984) algorithm for Triton’s subsolar latitude as a func- 
tion of time. 

Our model differs significantly from other Triton sea- 
sonal frost models published to date (Stansberry et al. 
1990, Spencer 1990) in a number of respects. One is that 
we have incorporated heat flow from the interior. In the 
model runs presented here, the interior heat flow is as- 
sumed to be uniform over the entire globe. We used a heat 
flux of 0.006 W m-* based on arguments for probable 
composition and radiogenic heat flow from the interior of 
Triton by Brown et al. (1991). Brown et al. (1991) show 
that uniform surface heat flow rates could change the 
surface temperature by 0.5 to 1.5 K, which could increase 
nitrogen partial pressure by a factor of 1.5 to 2.5. 

Another important difference between our model and 
previous models is the consideration of thermal conduc- 
tion into substrate soil layers. Layer thicknesses are cal- 
culated from the input parameters. The top three layers 
are set to be $ the depth of the diurnal thermal wave. 
Each subsequent layer is 1.13 times the thickness of the 
overlying layer. We use 60 layers to ensure coverage of 
the penetration of Triton’s deep seasonal thermal wave. 
The time steps in the model and the top layer thickness 
are coupled-setting one determines the other by the rela- 
tionship (k dt)l(cp dz2) < 0.25, where k is the thermal con- 
ductivity, dt is the time increment, c is the specific heat, p 
is the density, and dz is the depth increment. This ensures 
numerically stable and accurate calculations of surface and 
subsurface temperatures (Clifford and Bartels 1986). 

One fundamental difference between the heat balance 
of CO2 frost deposits on Mars and the heat balance of Nz 
frost deposits on Triton is the importance of the heat 
capacity of the frost deposits themselves. On Mars ap- 
proximately 20% of the atmosphere condenses out on a 
seasonal basis. This corresponds to a change in frost point 
temperature of 1” out of an average surface temperature 
on Mars of 150 K, which makes the importance of frost 
heat capacity negligible. On Triton, earlier models (Spen- 
cer 1990) indicated that the entire atmosphere may con- 
dense out seasonally. For only a lOO-fold reduction in 
atmospheric pressure, the frost point temperature de- 
creases by IO”, a significant fraction of the average surface 
temperature, which is only 38 K (Conrath et al. 1989). On 
Triton, the heat capacity of the seasonal nitrogen frost 
deposits should buffer these dramatic changes. For exam- 
ple, to lower the temperature of 1000 kg of N, frost at 
-40 K by only 1” requires approximately lo6 Joules, or 
enough energy to sublimate approximately 6 kg of frost. 
Accounting for the heat capacity of the frost is necessary 
to correctly calculate partitioning of energy between frost 
deposit temperature changes and the amount of frost con- 
densing or subliming, and should not be neglected as the 
atmosphere approaches complete freeze-out; otherwise, 

surface temperatures would plummet rapidly and energy 
would not be conserved. Since the magnitude of the heat 
capacity effect increases linearly with the mass of solid 
N, present, it is also likely to be of greatest importance 
when the potential stability of deep, permanent N, de- 
posits is considered. In the model, the temperature- 
dependent solid N, heat capacities are determined from a 
lookup table using data compiled by Johnson (1960). 

In our model, total energy is conserved locally, and the 
total mass of N, is conserved globally. The frost heat 
balance equation is 

M,C, dT/dt = 
S,,(l - A) - wT4 + L dmldt + k dT/dz, 

where: 

Mf = Mass of N, frost deposit per square meter 
CP = Specific heat capacity of N, frost deposit 

dT/dt = Rate of change of temperature of N, frost 
deposit 

So = Incident solar flux 
A = Albedo of frost or substrate 
E = Emissivity of frost or substrate 
(T = Stefan-Boltzmann constant 
T = Temperature of frost or ground 
L = Latent heat of N, frost condensation/ 

sublimation 
dmldt = rate of N, condensation/sublimation per square 

meter 
k = Thermal conductivity of substrate 

dT/dz = Thermal gradient in uppermost layers of 
substrate. 

Each time it is solved there are two unknowns, dmldt 
and dT/dt. There is, however, one external constraint, 
which is that the frost be in solid-vapor equilibrium with 
the surrounding atmosphere. Therefore, at any given lati- 
tude or time, there is a unique combination of values for 
dmldt and dT/dt such that the change in frost temperature, 
the amount of frost sublimed or condensed, and the frost 
point temperature that corresponds to the newly calcu- 
lated atmospheric pressure are consistent with local con- 
servation of energy and global mass conservation. In our 
model the correct combination of dmldt and dT/dt are 
determined by trial and error. The solutions are bounded 
by two end-member cases: (1) all energy goes into chang- 
ing the frost deposit temperature and no energy goes into 
sublimation/condensation of the frost (i.e., L dmldt = O), 
and (2) all energy goes into subliming/condensing frost 
and no energy goes into changing frost deposit tempera- 
ture (i.e., M,C, dT/dt = 0). We then calculate the energy 
partition and atmospheric pressure for 18 intermediate 
evenly spaced cases and compare the results of each of 
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the 20 cases to the average frostpoint temperature as de- 
termined from the calculated atmospheric pressure using 
the Brown and Ziegler vapor pressure curve. The best 
frost temperature/frost-point temperature match is se- 
lected, the amount of frost sublimed or condensed is 
added to or subtracted from the deposit, and the global 
atmospheric pressure is updated to reflect the amount of 
frost condensed or sublimed. This approach provides a 
seamless transition between the situation in which N, 
frost temperatures are determined primarily by solid- 
vapor equilibrium with N, gas, and the situation in which 
N, frost temperatures are determined primarily by radia- 
tion and conduction. This method was chosen over an 
iterative approach on the basis of speed and infallibility. 
A highly robust approach is required because of rapid 
changes in frost point temperatures that occur in just 
one timestep as the atmosphere approaches catastrophic 
freeze-out. 

MODEL RUNS 

Since first reporting our efforts (Hansen and Paige, 
1991), we have made over 50 runs of the model. The first 
runs attempted to match results published previously to 
test the code. We verified the basic results of Stansberry 
et al. (1990) and Spencer (1990) by assuming negligible 
heat conduction, and also verified the magnitude of the 
effect of heat flow from Triton’s interior on N, frost tem- 
peratures and surface pressures as reported by Brown 
et al. (1991). Then, we began to systematically explore 
parameter space to identify trends and to search for com- 
binations of model input parameters that yielded results 
that agreed with the observables. All runs were initialized 
at 0 A.D. with no frost present at any latitude (the entire 
N, inventory is in the atmosphere). 

The primary parameters that we varied were albedo and 
emissivity of the N, frost, albedo and thermal inertia of 
the substrate, and the N, total inventory. All of these 
parameters were assumed to remain constant with space 
and time within a run. Because the model considers only 
conservation of energy and heat balance, no explicit as- 
sumptions were made concerning variables such as frost 
grain size, grain metamorphism, permanent or temporary 
frost albedo variations, etc. Any or all of these possibili- 
ties could be evaluated with our model by judicious selec- 
tion of input parameters. While it is true that these param- 
eters may experience significant temporal variations on 
Triton, we felt that because of the exploratory nature of 
our study, it would be best to keep them constant with 
time for two reasons. First, we do not know what the 
average values of these parameters are, much less how 
they vary with time. Second, we did not feel that we could 
clearly identify trends and sensitivities by adding even 
more dimensions to our model parameter space. 

TABLE I 
Model Run Parameters 

Thermal 
inertia 

(X lo-’ N2 

Run cal cme2 Albedo, Albedo, Emissivity, inventory 
# K-’ sec-1’2) ground frost frost (kg/m21 

1 1 0.8 0.62 0.5 200 
2 1 0.8 0.62 0.5 20 
8 30 0.8 0.62 0.5 200 

13 3 0.6 0.85 0.2 200 
14 3 0.6 0.85 0.4 200 
15 3 0.6 0.85 0.6 200 
16 3 0.6 0.85 0.8 200 
18 6 0.6 0.85 0.4 200 
21 3 0.8 0.62 0.2 200 
22 3 0.8 0.62 0.4 200 
23 3 0.8 0.62 0.6 200 
24 3 0.8 0.62 0.8 200 
30 1 0.6 0.85 0.4 100 
31 7 0.6 0.85 0.4 100 
32 1 0.8 0.62 0.5 50 
33 7 0.8 0.62 0.5 50 
34 50 0.8 0.62 0.5 50 
35 20 0.6 0.85 0.4 100 
53 1 0.8 0.62 0.5 100 

Table I lists some of the parameter combinations 
we have investigated so far. In selecting albedo for the 
frost and ground we have concentrated on comparing 
a “bright” frost (albedo = 0.85) and a “dark” frost (al- 
bedo = 0.62), either of which is reasonable, based on 
analysis of the Voyager images (McEwen 1990). These two 
values allow us to compare the two previously published 
models (Stansberry et al. 1990, and Spencer, 1990). We 
have varied the frost emissivity from 0.2 to 1 .O to encom- 
pass the range of values that have been proposed in the 
literature (Stansberry et al. 1990, Nelson et al. 1990). We 
have varied the thermal inertia of the substrate from 0.3 x 
1O-3 cal cmp2 K-l sec-1’2, which would be appropriate for 
the surfaces of fine-grained icy satellites (Morrison and 
Cruikshank 1973) to 50 x 10m3 cal cmp2 K-l sec-1’2, 
which would be appropriate for solid water ice. We have 
also varied the total N, inventory from 20 to 200 kg/mA2, 
globally averaged, which is a reasonable range of values 
considering cosmic abundances and the observed strength 
of the N2 absorption feature (Cruikshank et ul. 1984). 

Figure 3 (run #33) is an example of the model’s output. 
All parameters are shown as a function of time from the 
year 0 AD to the year 2100 AD. The top panel shows the 
“whole disk albedo,” here calculated by integrating the 
fractional coverage of frost and bare ground that would 
be visible from the earth at that year. If the spectral prop- 
erties of these surfaces were known then these whole 
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FIG. 3. Model results for run #33 with “dark” frost (albedo = 0.62), emissivity = 0.5, thermal inertia = 7 x lo-) cal cm-* K-’ x-112, and 
N2 inventory = 50 kg/m2. This set of parameters has produced the best fit so far to the albedo boundaries and atmospheric pressure at the time 
of the Voyager flyby. All parameters are shown as a function of time from the year 0 AD to the year 2100 AD. The top panel shows the “whole 
disk albedo,” here calculated by integrating the fractional coverage of frost and bare ground that would be visible from the earth at that year. The 
middle panel plots atmospheric pressure as a function of time on a log scale. The bottom panel shows the locations of frost deposits and bare 
substrate as a function of time. The stippled areas are the latitudes that are covered by frost at noon local time. The solid line shows the latitude 
of the subsolar point. 

disk albedos could be interpreted as color variations. The 
middle panel plots atmospheric pressure as a function of 
time on a log scale. The bottom panel shows the locations 
of frost deposits and bare substrate as a function of time. 
The stippled areas are the latitudes that are covered by 
frost at noon local time. The solid line shows the latitude 
of the subsolar point. 

RESULTS 

Model runs so far have yielded interesting results, both 
for identifying and understanding trends, and for making 
absolute judgements concerning possible states of Tri- 
ton’s polar caps. The major trends that have been identi- 
fied are as follows: 

Emissivity Variations 

Frost deposition patterns are markedly different for 
bright vs dark frost cases as the frost emissivity is varied. 

Figure 4 shows the results of runs 14 and 16, which are 
“bright frost” runs, compared to runs 22 and 24, which 
are “dark frost” runs. Emissivities of 0.4 and 0.8 are 
compared within the albedo subset (Fig. 4a vs Fig. 4b and 
Fig. 4c vs. Fig. 4d). High emissivity (0.8) bright frost 
clears frost from the equatorial zone while low emissivity 
(0.4) bright frost still covers equatorial regions seasonally. 
In contrast high emissivity dark frost shows just the oppo- 
site behavior, deposition in equatorial regions, while low 
emissivity dark frost moves toward the poles. These re- 
sults suggest that the sizes of Triton’s seasonal polar caps 
are determined by the difference between global frost 
point temperatures and equatorial surface temperatures. 
This is because a high emissivity bright frost will be very 
cold, thus unstable at the equator. Low emissivity bright 
frost and high emissivity dark frost represent intermediate 
energy cases, not greatly different in temperature from 
the equatorial regions. The low emissivity dark frost 
should be warmest of all, but in this case most of the 
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nitrogen is in the atmosphere, not condensed on the 
ground. 

It is apparent in the results presented in Fig. 4 not only 
that increasing N2 frost emissivity leads to decreasing 
atmospheric pressure for both the “bright” and “dark” 
frost cases as has been discussed by other authors 
(Stansberry et al. 1990, Nelson et al. 1990), but also that 
the high emissivity cases have the most pronounced sea- 
sonal atmospheric pressure fluctuations. 

Subsurface Heat Conduction 

For both “bright” and “dark” frost, increasing the 
thermal inertia of the ground prevents frost accumulation 
in the equatorial regions. This occurs for two reasons. 
First, on a seasonal time scale, higher thermal inertia 
surfaces require longer to cool off or to warm up, thus 
remain closer to their annual average temperatures. Sec- 
ond, surfaces with higher thermal inertias have higher 
annual average temperatures (Paige 1992). Figures 5a and 
b compare two identical bright frost cases (runs #30 and 
#35) with a factor of 20 difference in thermal inertia. This 
trend is most pronounced for bright frost. 

High thermal inertia also tends to smooth seasonal at- 
mospheric pressure fluctuations as can be seen in Figs. 6a 
and b (dark frost runs #32 and #34). This would be due 
to the tendency of high thermal inertia surfaces to change 
temperature less rapidly, causing the temperature of the 
ground in contact with the frost deposit to be very stable. 
The heat capacity of the frost deposit itself has a similar, 
though much less significant, influence on atmospheric 
stability. 

Seasonal subsurface heat storage is likely to be im- 
portant when north-south asymmetries in the stability of 
permanent N, polar caps are considered (Spencer and 
Moore 1992), as has been noted for Mars (Jakosky and 
Haberle 1990). On Mars, where the substrate is darker 
than the frost, if formerly frost-covered ground is exposed 
in the summer it may warm up sufficiently to prevent 
recondensation of frost the following winter. The results 
of Fig. 4c suggest that on Triton exposure of the substrate 
may not prevent the reformation of a permanent N, polar 
cap if the albedo of the substrate is higher than the albedo 
of the frost. 

N2 Inventory 

The appearance of permanent polar caps, which is de- 
termined by the annual heat balance at the poles, stabilizes 
atmospheric pressure. If a permanent cap is present, add- 
ing to the N2 inventory does not change atmospheric pres- 
sure; rather, it adds to the cap frost deposit depth. Figure 
7 compares the results of run #18, which had a N2 inven- 
tory of 200 kglm2, with run #31, which had 100 kg/m2. 

If permanent caps are not present, increasing the total 

N, inventory raises the global atmospheric pressure. This 
effect has also been reported in a study of the seasonal 
polar caps on Mars (Wood and Paige, 1992). Figure 8 
compares the results of run #2, 20 kg/m*, with run #53, 
100 kg/m*. 

Examination of the results of all the model runs shows 
that for some of the cases, it may have been desirable to 
perform calculations for much longer than the equivalent 
of 2100 Earth years. Cases that did not include permanent 
N, polar caps appear to have completely equilibrated by 
the end of the calculations, whereas cases that did include 
permanent N, polar caps appear to still be slowly converg- 
ing. This is primarily due to the fact that near the poles, 
annual averaged insolation rates are not strong functions 
of latitude. This suggests that the calculated atmospheric 
pressures for these cases are close to their equilibrium 
values, whereas the calculated cap boundaries near the 
permanent caps may not be at their final equilibrium posi- 
tions. Previous considerations of buffered cap-atmo- 
sphere systems have indicated that in true equilibrium, 
permanent polar caps should only be stable at the exact 
location where the annual heat balance is most favorable, 
which in this model would be the geographic poles (Mur- 
ray and Malin 1973, Spencer 1990). The results of the 
calculations presented here indicate that on Triton, the 
timescales required to achieve this final equilibrium state 
may be sufficiently long that other factors not considered 
in this model such as viscous spreading (Kirk and Brown 
1991) or slopes (Yelle 1992) may be important for de- 
termining the ultimate spatial extents of permanent N, 
polar caps on Triton. 

DISCUSSION 

In general, it appears to be much easier to use this 
model to match the atmospheric pressure observed on 
Triton at the time of the Voyager flyby than it is to match 
the observed albedo boundaries. In order to match the 
atmospheric pressure, it is only necessary to vary one of 
the frost’s radiative properties such as emissivity once 
permanent polar caps are established. If permanent polar 
caps are not established, judicious adjustment of the N, 
inventory also makes it possible to arrive at agreement to 
the observed value. 

In contrast, it is very difficult to produce an albedo 
boundary at -5” south latitude with this model. For the 
bright frost case, a seasonal cap cannot be produced that 
matches the observables. We had posed the hypothesis 
that the south polar cap was seasonal N,, with a phase 
lag in its sublimation due to subsurface energy storage 
that would allow its existence even in late spring in the 
southern hemisphere. Increasing the thermal inertia of the 
substrate does not result in a phase lag in the sublimation 
of a bright south seasonal cap, however, but rather drives 
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FIG. 4. These panels contrast frost deposition patterns and atmospheric pressure as a function of frost emissivity and albedo. Panels a and c 
are low emissivity cases (emissivity = 0.4) with a “bright” frost (a) and a “dark” frost (c), run #14 and run #22, resp. Panels b and d are higher 
emissivity (emissivity = 0.8) runs, again contrasting bright frost (b) vs. “dark” frost (d), run #16 and run #24, resp. These results show that frost 
emissivity affects polar cap boundaries differently, depending on frost albedo. Thermal inertia was held constant at 3 x 10m3 cal cm-* K-’ sect’*, 
and the Nr inventory was 200 kg/m2. 
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the frost to the poles. With low thermal inertia, the model 
predicts a bright northern cap in place down to -10” 
north latitude, which, like the north polar cap predicted by 
Stansberry et al. (1990) was not observed in the Voyager 
images. 

Our results lead us to believe that Triton’s southern 
cap is either a bright permanent N, deposit, or a bright 
permanent cap composed of less volatile materials such as 
methane and/or C02. A variety of authors have suggested 
mechanisms which would allow a bright permanent N2 
polar cap. Brown and Kirk (1991) proposed that anisotro- 
pies in internal heat flow would produce a permanent 
cap. Its latitudinal extent would be maintained by viscous 
spreading as the cap sagged under its own weight (Kirk 
and Brown 1991). Another possibility proposed by Moore 
and Spencer (1990) is a permanent albedo difference of 
the substrate. This idea was amplified by Eluszkiewicz 
(1991), who proposed that a bright sintered N, cap is 
maintained under a seasonal layer of translucent N, ice. 
Alternatively, the bright south polar deposits may not be 
N, at all, but the lag deposit of less volatile CH, and 
possibly CO and CO, (Grundy and Fink 1991, Cruikshank 
et al. 1991, and Trafton 1992). 

A seasonal N, cap which yields a better match to the 
observed albedo boundary is the case in which the volatile 
is relatively dark. This may be an intrinsically “dark” 
frost, suggested by Spencer (1990), or a translucent frost 
over a dark substrate, proposed by Eluszkiewicz (1991). 
Our best “dark frost” case is shown in Fig. 3 (Run #33). 
One of the problems with the Spencer (1990) model results 
was that it predicted a dark south seasonal polar cap that 
was still in place at the time of the Voyager flyby. In 
our model, the additional terms in the frost heat balance 
equation solve this problem. As can be seen in Fig. 3, a 
dark south seasonal polar cap is predicted to sublimate 
completely just before the Voyager encounter. The subli- 
mation of this cap could provide an explanation for tele- 
scopic observations of a decrease in the degree of “red- 
ness” of the disk of Triton observed between 1977 and 
1989 (Smith et al. 1989). Furthermore, if one compares 
the albedo boundary for the forming northern dark cap in 
our model to that visible in Fig. 1, the match is quite 
good. Stansberry et al. (1990) also identify a bright/dark 
boundary at 10 degrees north latitude. This relatively dark 
material in the northern hemisphere was also identified by 
McEwen (1990) as a spectrally distinct unit. One interest- 
ing aspect of the plot shown in Fig. 3 is the nonalignment 
of the maximum polar cap excursion with the extreme 
latitude of the subsolar point. This is due to the poleward 
redistribution of the frost within the north polar cap as 
the frost-point temperature decreases. 

One of the least well constrained aspects of Triton’s 
seasonal nitrogen cycle is the microphysical nature of the 
nitrogen frost itself. There have been a number of studies 

which suggest that once deposited, N, frost grains un- 
dergo significant metamorphosis (Zent et al. 1989; Kirk 
1990; Eluszkiewicz 1991), possibly forming a smooth 
translucent layer whose reflectivity would be dominated 
by that of the ground below. It is important to point out 
that the heat balance model we use here makes no specific 
assumptions as to where the isothermal N2 frost deposits 
absorb solar energy, and that the results we quote apply 
as much to highly scattering fine-grained deposits as they 
do to completely transparent deposits whose albedo is 
determined completely by the substrate. When viewed 
from this perspective, our results lend support to the mi- 
crophysical arguments for the existence of “dark,” nearly 
transparent N, frost deposits on Triton. Furthermore, our 
results obviate the necessity for the somewhat arbitrary 
large-scale temporal variations in frost reflectivities that 
have been invoked by previous authors (Spencer 1990, 
Eluszkiewicz 1991) to explain the present configuration 
of Triton’s polar caps. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The model results obtained to date have provided an- 
swers to many of the questions we posed at the beginning 
of the study and which are listed in the introduction. The 
expected boundaries of bright seasonal N, polar caps on 
Triton are not consistent with the albedo boundaries ob- 
served during the Voyager flyby. If the bright south polar 
cap observed by Voyager is composed of solid N, , then 
it is likely to be a large permanent deposit. The set of 
model input parameters that has yielded the best fit to the 
available observations included “dark” N2 frost with a 
constant albedo of 0.62 and an emissivity of 0.5, a sub- 
strate albedo of 0.8, a substrate thermal inertia of 7 x 

lop3 cal cm-* K-’ sect”’ and an N, inventory of 50 
kg/m*. We do not believe that these best-fit parameters 
are incompatible with presently available constraints from 
independent sources. Whether or not Triton has a perma- 
nent N, deposit is still an open issue. The model results 
also predict that climatic conditions on Triton can vary 
considerably with time, but not to the same extent pre- 
dicted by the Spencer (1990) model, due primarily to the 
moderating effects of the thermal inertia of the substrate, 
and secondarily to frost heat capacity. 

PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE WORK 

The thermal model described in this paper is likely to 
be of value for considering a number of scientific questions 
about Triton that were not addressed in this study. In 
future studies it may be interesting to model the seasonal 
cycles of CH, and CO, to investigate whether the bright 
south polar cap could have been composed of these two 
ices. 
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FIG. 5. These two cases show the effect of changing thermal inertia while frost albedo, emissivity, and nitrogen inventory are held constant 

at 0.85,0.4, and 100 kg/m’, resp. Run #30 (a) has a low thermal inertia of 1 x 10e3 cal cm-2 K-l ~ec-i’~, and Run #35 (b) has a high thermal inertia 

of 20 x 10e3 cal cm-’ K-’ set- “2 For these bright frost runs the higher the thermal inertia is, the less frost condenses in equatorial regions. . 
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FIG. 6. These two cases show the stabilizing effect of high thermal inertia on atmospheric pressure for two dark frost runs. Run #32 (a) has 
a thermal inertia of 1 x 10m3 cal cm-* K-’ set-I’*, and Run #34 (b) has a thermal inertia of 50 x 10m3 cal crne2 K-r set-“*. Both cases have an 
emissivity of 0.5 and an N, inventory of 50 kg/m*. Thermal inertia has only a minor effect on polar cap boundaries in dark frost cases, but the trend 
(to clear out the equatorial region as the thermal inertia increases) is the same as for the bright frost cases. 
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FIG. 7. These two cases show that changing the nitrogen inventory does not affect the atmospheric pressure if permanent polar caps are 
present. Run #31 is shown in panel a with an N, inventory of 200 kg/m2. Run #18 is shown in panel b with an N, inventory of 100 kg/m*. 
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In addition to the limited number of observable quanti- 
ties considered here, there also exist a set of aeolian mark- 
ers identified in the Voyager images by Ingersoll (1990) 
and Hansen er al. (1990). These data could be used in 
conjunction with coupled surface-atmosphere models to 
investigate diurnal and seasonal volatile transport on Tri- 
ton and its effect on atmospheric dynamics. 

The present model can also be refined further to account 
for the possibility of vertical temperature gradients within 
seasonal nitrogen frost deposits during freeze-out condi- 
tions, temporally variable frost properties, latitudinal 
variations in the heat flow rate, and the behavior of the 
Triton cap-atmosphere system over longer timescales, 
including other processes that may redistribute solid N, . 
It is also likely that future laboratory and telescopic obser- 
vations will yield additional constraints on the composi- 
tion and physical properties of Triton surface materials. 
Such new information could potentially result in a signifi- 
cant reduction in the present volume of “Triton parameter 
space, ” and would make it possible to use thermal models 
like the one employed here to place even stronger con- 
straints on the nature and behavior of Triton’s polar caps. 
Finally, observations of the north polar region will be 
achievable in AD 2080. 
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